In this paper, we apply two different algorithms to find the geodesic equation of the normal distribution. The first algorithm consists of solving a triply partial differential equation where these equations originated from the normal distribution. While the second algorithm applies the well-known Darboux Theory. These two algorithms draw the same geodesic equation. Finally, we applied Baltzer R.'s finding to compute the Gaussian Curvature.
Introduction
The importance of the normal distribution has changed throughout history. Earlier authors only referenced this distribution as a convenient approximation to the binomial distribution. Laplace and Gauss helped spread the theoretical importance of the distribution at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The normal theory became widely accepted as the basis of statistical work, especially in astronomy. The beginning of the twentieth century led to another major development in the systems of non-normal frequency curves. In both theory and practice, the normal distribution has a unique position in probability theory, and it can be used as an approximation for other distributions. In practice, the normal theory can be applied, with small risk of serious error, when a substantially non-normal distribution corresponds more closely to observed data values. This allows us to take advantage of the elegant nature and extensive supporting numerical tables of the normal theory. A more detailed historical development of the normal theory can be found in Kendall [4] recently found the geodesic equations of gamma and the logistic distributions which is similar to the content in the current paper. In 1997, Kass, R.E. and Vos, P. W. [5] provided the book that covers the differential geometrical course related to statistics exponential family. However, in this paper, we focus on the development of the curved distance of the normal theory and apply two different algorithms to find the shortest distance between two points on a curved surface that has a non-zero Gaussian Curvature.
List the Fundamental Tensor
The probability density function for the normal distribution is given by ( ) 
where u is the location parameter, and v is the scale parameter. Then it is simple to derive the following second order derivative: .
From the above Equation (2.2), we can define the metric tensor components for the normal distribution as follows:
where E, F, and G are usually called the coefficient of the first fundamental forms. Using the above results (2.3), we can easily derive the following results: 
The Geodesic Equation
To find the geodesic equation of the normal distribution we must solve a triply W. W. S. Chen of partial differential equations, which is provided in the Appendix I. We will seek its solution in this section.
The Equation (3.1) is a well-known distance function. It will only need two out of above three equations to find normal distribution geodesic equation. We will choose the first and second equations, i.e. (3.1) and (3.2). To simplify the notation, from (3.2) we let
Then divided the above Equation (3.4) by p.
Integration on both sides of (3.5) with respect to p, we get
Substitute (3.7) into (3.1)
Integrate both side of (3.8) to get theory. In Section 2, Equation (2.3) we know that the coefficient of the first fundamental form is given as,
The equation 1 θ ∇ =; To solve the above partial differential Equation (3.10), we use the separable variable method as follows:
We also use Equation (3.11)
Combining solution (3.12) and (3.13), we finally find the general solution of normal distribution θ as follows This solution (3.14) coincides with the result of the previous (3.9)
Computing the Gaussian Curvature
From Appendix II, we use Baltzer, R's formula, to compute the first part of the determinant. 3  1  1  1  1  1  0  2  2  2  2  1  1  6 2  4  0  0  2  1  2  2  0  2 
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Here is the second part of the determinant:
Combine (4.1) and (4.2) to calculate the Gaussian Curvature of the normal distribution as below. 
Concluding Remarks
In Appendix II, we defined the Gaussian Curvature, 
In general, the solution of the geodesic equation depends upon a pair of partial differential equations as below.
where all the symbols E, F, G and their first, second derivatives adopted from geometry text like references [7] [8]. The above form of the Gaussian Curvature has the coefficient of the second fundamental form then standardized by the coefficient of the first fundamental form.
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